THE ALL-NEW ŠKODA

SCALA
The all-new ŠKODA SCALA is a bold step forward for the brand. Its sophisticated shapes create a striking play of light and shadow that blend timeless design with sporty character. Its dynamic silhouette is embraced by a practical spirit that makes the car the perfect partner for every stage of life.

That's Simply Clever. That's ŠKODA.
REMIND IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Light doesn’t just illuminate. It inspires. The unique headlights and slim long rear lights make the car instantly recognisable. The crystalline lamp design with integrated LEDs represents a perfect blend of Czech crystal tradition and modern technology.

LED REAR LIGHTS
The SCALA features horizontally designed rear lights where the familiar C-shape illumination has been updated with a modern twist. This original light signature is accompanied by perfect functionality. LED technology contributes to better visibility, and therefore safety.

FULL LED HEADLAMPS
The sharply cut headlamps give the front a unique character. The top-end option is all about LED technology including corner function. The strip of LEDs for daylight driving placed at the upper part of the headlamp lends the car its sporty charisma.

LED adds both illumination and inspiration to the SCALA.
To add a more sporty and individual signature to daily driving, the SCALA can be enhanced with the optional black panoramic roof, roof spoiler, glass extended over the 5th door and attractive 18" alloy wheels.
For the first time ever, the ŠKODA name proudly embraces the 5th door. This marks the confidence of a brand that has transformed its design philosophy. This also makes SCALA the latest spearhead of ŠKODA.

**BADGE OF HONOUR**

In models equipped with darkened glass extended over the 5th door, part of the rear lights are integrated into the glass. The full LED rear lights are fitted with animated turn indicators – for the first time ever on any ŠKODA. These not only add dynamism to the car, but also reveal where the driver is about to turn. Integrated reflectors in the rear bumper, which contribute to better visibility, come as standard.
Every edge, contour and dimension of the car has been created to optimise aerodynamics. A desirable balance between its width and height project safety and reliability, which can be made sportier with a lowered chassis that can be fine-tuned with the Sport Chassis Preset.

GIVE THE EVERYDAY A SPORTY JACKET
If you’ve enjoyed reading about it – imagine driving it

**MyŠKODA App**
Get your very own personal digital companion. Download MyŠKODA App featuring PAUL, an interactive assistant who’s there to help you, not only with watching over your car, but also with managing your day.

**ŠKODA Connect App**
Enjoy full control of your car. Download ŠKODA Connect and access all necessary features anytime, whether it’s driving data, fuel range, planning a route or even where you last parked.

*IMAGE DISCLAIMER*
The images presented in this catalogue (brochure) are used for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to form part of any contract or warranty. They display pre-series cars and certain illustrations, features, parts and equipment may differ from the actual production cars and from country to country. To get the exact specification of features, parts and equipment, please get in touch with your nearest local ŠKODA dealer.